Versatility and Variety Brings Patio to Life

Solutions: Product variety creates unique, cohesive living spaces; County Block combats elevation changes.

The homeowners of this Neenah, WI residence desired a luxurious outdoor living space capable of providing functionality alongside comfort and recluse. The expansive project consisted of a raised patio, an outdoor kitchen, a hot tub, a pool, and an outdoor fire bowl. ArtScapes & Lawn Care Maintenance of Appleton, WI was contracted to bring the homeowners’ vision to life.

The contractor proposed the use of several products and colors throughout the project to give the residence an unrivaled appearance. To achieve this aesthetic without sacrificing strength and durability, ArtScapes & Lawn Care Maintenance chose County Materials to supply the job. County Materials provided a wide variety of hardscape products in various colors and textures, all of which were readily available. The contractor depended on County Materials to deliver new and additional product quickly to keep the project on schedule.

Continued on page 2.
Skylands Concrete Deck Pavers cover the raised patio near the home and provide a sturdy platform overlooking the yard. Not only do the concrete pavers match the elevated aesthetics of the space, but they have a longer service life than wood decking, providing the homeowners with safety and style for years to come.

Elevation changes and the challenges associated with them prompted the contractor to incorporate familiar elements into the design that the team was experienced with and had equipment for. County Materials County Block in Hickory Blend was specified for its simple pin system and ease of installation. County Materials’ Elements Paving Stones in Haven complete the warm earth tone aesthetic. The pool, patio, and pathways were lined with Element Pavers in Serenity and Reflection to pull the desired look together.

This breathtaking patio was completed in 2018. It was recognized as a gold award recipient of the 2020 Wisconsin Masonry Alliance’s Excellence in Hardscape Design Competition for its overall design using high-quality products.

“County Materials provided a wide variety of hardscape products in various colors and textures, all of which were readily available.”